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Size
Finished Quilt Size: 64” x 64”

Materials
Dual Duty XP® General Purpose Thread,7910,7360, 8010, 
7360, 6450, 9373
Coats Cotton Machine Quilting Thread, 814
Yardage Requirements: 2 yards green circular print (#EM28-
Lime)
1-¾ yards apricot print (#EM33-Apricot)
½ yards yellow (#D08-Lemon)
1 yard gold (#D09-Saffron)
2-7/8 yards orange (#D12-Orange)
½ yard green (#D40-Kiwi)
1-5/8 yards cream (#D03 Cream)
4 yards backing fabric (#D03 Cream).

Additional Requirements
Sewing Machine
Scissors
70” x 70” quilt batting
6 yards 12” wide fusible web
5 yards 20” wide tear-away stabilizer
Template plastic

Skill level - Advanced

Technique: Quilting

Skill Level: Experienced

Crafting time: Long term
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Cutting Instructions:
From apricot print, cut:

Four 5-7/8” x WOF strips, recut into twenty-four 
5-7/8” squares
Six 5-1/2” x WOF strips, recut two strips into four
5-1/2” x 20” strips

From yellow print, cut:
Two 5-7/8” x WOF strips, recut into twelve 5-7/8” 

 squares
From orange print, cut:

Four 5-7/8” x WOF strips, recut into twenty-six 5-7/8” 
 squares

Seven 2-1/2” x WOF strips for binding
Twelve 1-1/2” x WOF strips for border

From green fabric, cut:
Two 5-7/8” x WOF strips, recut into fourteen 5-7/8” 

 squares
From cream print, cut:

Four 5-7/8” x WOF strips, recut into twenty-eight 
5-7/8” squares

From tear-away stabilizer, cut:
Eighty 6” squares
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Block Directions:
1. Cut each of the 5-7/8” squares in half diagonally.

2. Stitch the 5-7/8” half-square triangles together into the
number of each combination as shown:

3. Trace Large Circle Template twenty-eight times on the
paper side of each of fusible web leaving about 1/2” between
each tracing. Roughly cut out each tracing leaving about 1/4”
around the circles.

4. Place tracings web side down on the wrong side of the
green circular print, centered over the circular motifs. Lightly
press in place. Cut out each circle along marked lines. Center
the green circles on background half-square triangles as
shown. Permanently press appliqués in place following web
manufacturer’s direction.

5. Trace Half Circle Bottom Template fifty-two times on the
paper side of fusible web leaving about 1/2” between each
tracing. Lightly press twenty tracings to wrong side of gold
fabric. Lightly press thirty-two tracings to wrong side of cream
fabric. Roughly cut out each tracing leaving about 1/4” around
the shapes.
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6. Trace fifty-two Small Circles and fifty-two Half Circle Top
Templates onto paper side of fusible web and cut out in the
same manner. Press all pieces to wrong side of orange fabric
then cut along marked lines.

7. Place the bottom half circles, top half circles and small
orange circles on the half-square triangles as shown, using
Curved Circle Template if needed. Permanently press
appliqués in place following web manufacturer’s direction.

8. Pin a square of tear-away stabilizer under each appliqué
block. Using a short, narrow zigzag or other overcast stitch,
sew around all raw edges of appliqué pieces. Remove
stabilizer.
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Assembly:
1. Referring to the quilt diagram, lay out blocks in ten
horizontal rows of ten blocks each. Stitch blocks into rows.
Sew rows together.

2. Sew the twelve 1-1/2” x WOF orange strips together
end-to-end. From this long strip cut four 54” lengths and four
66” lengths.

3. Sew a 1-1/2” x 54” orange strip to right and left sides of
quilt center. Press and trim excess. Add remaining 54” orange
strips to top and bottom of quilt center. Press and trim excess.

4. Sew each 5-1/2” x 20” apricot print strip end-to-end with
a 5-1/2” x WOF apricot strip. Trim two borders equal to the
width of the quilt center. Referring to the quilt diagram, sew
the remaining blocks to the ends of the trimmed borders to
complete the top and bottom borders. Set aside.

5. Stitch remaining apricot print borders to right and left sides
of quilt. Press and trim excess. Add prepared top and bottom
borders.

6. Add the 1-1/2” x 66” orange strips to right and left sides,
then to top and bottom – pressing and trimming after each
border addition.

Finishing:
1. Cut backing into two equal lengths. Sew the two lengths
together along selvage edges. Layer the backing, batting and
quilt top. Quilt or tie as desired.

2. Prepare binding from seven 2-1/2” x WOF orange strips.
Sew strips together into one long binding strip. Press strip in
half lengthwise.

3. Carefully trim backing and batting even with quilt top.
4. Leaving an 8” tail of binding, sew binding to top of quilt
through all layers matching all raw edges. Miter corners. Stop
approximately 12” from where you started. Lay both loose
ends of binding flat along quilt edge. Where these two loose
ends meet, fold them back on themselves and press to form
a crease. Using this crease as your stitching line, sew the two
open ends of the binding together right sides together. Trim
seam to 1/4” and press open. Finish sewing binding to quilt.

5. Turn binding to back of quilt and blind stitch in place.
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